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We currently have an Astro AMC 2000-14 envelope feeder on our Quickmaster.  It does not 
work well.  Does anyone have a good recommendation on a model that works great and a 
dealer to work with? 
 

 

 
You might try Dion Thompson at Thompson Direct. 
Plainfield, IL  (815) 609-5164 
 
 

 
Thompson envelope feeder, Heidelberg should have a solution or recommendation. 
 
 

 
We use a “Press Specialty C9000” Envelope Feeder hooked to both our Hamada H234C and AB 
Dick 9970 presses and it runs great. 
 
 

 
Check vacuum volume not just HG suction at nozzle.  Probably the internals are dirty and 
diameter of all cavities are reduced because of powder and lint mixed with flashed oil lube. I have 
found a receiver tank such as a BBQ propane tank modified & placed between the pump and V 
nozzle will snap the vacuum quicker.  Same for air blast put in a tank for this and clean check air 
ways.  Place fine sponge filters over/ around the intakes to stop dust floating.  If friction change/ 
sand down all rollers they are glazed. Speed of press can’t keep up with air volume needed. This 
was my solution for a 13 station Didde collator 16x20. 
 
 

 
 
We use one from Press Specialties on our Quickmaster (its model # C9000) 
http://www.pressspecialties.com/c9000.html .  Works pretty good. 
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I work for Tompkins Printing Equipment and I have seen this before. I was a press technician at 
Tompkins for 24 years and have been in sales for 17 years and have helped our customers with a 
solution. There are several reasons why they are not having any luck. The press feeder and 
photo eyes are what they are fighting. We can offer them good working solution with another 
envelope feeder that we have had very good results with for their Quickmaster and trade in their 
Astro Feeder.  
  
Please feel free to contact me with any questions that you or the company that is having the 
problem. 
  
Very truly yours 
Tompkins Printing Equipment Company 
 
Dave Webb 
Senior Account Executive 
Phone: 847-671-5050 
dwebb@tompkins.com 
 
 

 
The Astro feeder is the preferred envelope feeder by most customers and the easiest to run.  You 
must have the Astro model that matches the machine.  Example there would be one model for a 
QM46 and another for a PM46.  Customers who have tried to convert the models to fit their 
machine usually have negative results.  If the correct model is being used then most likely they 
are having an issue with the light barrier that sends the signal for another envelope to transfer 
down the feed table.  If any light is reaching this area, envelopes will travel down the feed table 
prematurely overlapping each other causing a jam.  This is usually corrected by adding a supplied 
long metal tape on top of the center of the envelope allowing the envelope to completely cover 
the light barrier once in position.  Light getting to this area is the most common reason for having 
issues. 
 
 

 
We do service the Astor envelope feeders as well as sell them. Astor has been a very reliable 
product for us & our customers. If this person is in our serving territory I would be glad to help. 
Not knowing the age or condition, has any service been performed, etc. This information would 
help figure out what is going on also, how long have they had the Astro feeder, did this 
problem/problems just start or have they been going on for some time? 
 
P.S. Astro Machine Corp. is located right here in Illinois in Elk Grove Village. 
 
Mark Susmark 
Accurate Printing Repair & Sales 
630-495-1444 
msusmark@aprsales.com  
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